“The point of living and of being an optimist is to be foolish enough to believe the best is yet to come."
-

Peter Ustinov

Well, greetings from the ever-optimistic Paul Phelan Safaris! What a wonderful year we’ve had, filled
with unforgettable hunting experiences and reunions with old friends.
A hunting experience in Africa is truly filled with what we as hunters believe to be the essence of
hunting –
¾ Up close and personal with big game and plains game
¾ A wide variety of vegetation in which to hunt –
o The excitement of thick bushveld
o The exposure of the open spaces of the Kalahari veld
o The tension of the riverine bush and reed beds
The adventure is not just about the trophy, but about stalking the animal, following the wind,
monitoring the way the ash blows, feeling the sun on one’s back, and listening to the cacophony of the
early morning bird choirs and the evening call of jackal and hyena – a full and rich African adventure!
But there’s more - sharing past, present and future hunting experiences with like-minded people around
the flickering light of a hardwood fire after a satisfying day’s hunting etches the memories into our
minds and hearts forever – the magic of an African hunting experience!
Comfortable nights feeling replete from great African cuisine and being lulled to sleep in a warm and
comfortable, safe safari camp, with gentle winds as they course the African bush.
When hunting with us you will be accompanied by hunters who are professional not only in their hunting
approach but also in their knowledge of wildlife management. We provide a rewarding hunting
experience as well as a greater appreciation of the African environment in which your safari takes
place.
Our record speaks for itself – how many other outfitters have hosted kings, queens and presidents of
state? And all our clients are afforded the same high regard.
Bring your family – we can organise a photographic safari for them if they do not wish to accompany you
on your hunt. We can also organise a visit to the Southern tip of Africa where Cape Town beckons and
an unforgettable time is guaranteed!
The African bush calls – book your hunt with us for 2006 now, and come and make memories to last a
lifetime.

“Reminds me of my safari in Africa. Somebody forgot the corkscrew and for several days we had to live
on nothing but food and water.”
-

W. C. Fields

See you in Africa . . .

We have been treated to some memorable big
game hunting experiences:
¾ A spectacular African Elephant taken at 15
meters by Francesco Perez, with a frontal
shot from 416 Remmington.
¾ A huge bossed Cape Buffalo hunted by Ken
Coster with Ryan Phelan. A single shot with
Ken’s 470 Nitro Jeffery.
¾ A premier African Lion hunted in the Lowveld of the Limpopo Province. Following an extended
tracking exercise on foot this Lion was taken by Helmut Ziodl using a 416 Remmington.
¾ A bigger smile of satisfaction you could not hope for following hours of tracking Francesco
Perez was rewarded with a magnificent White Rhino bull taken with his 416 Remmington.

We thank all our clients who have hunted with us and those other outfitters who have supported us in
our endeavour to deliver the ultimate safari, with special recognition of Coenraad Vermaak Safaris and
Fort Richmond Safaris. We look forward to welcoming back old friends and new, all of whom will be
offered the same high level of service and satisfaction.

